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Matt Mernaghâ€™s Marijuana Smokerâ€™s Guidebook is the ultimate field guide for marijuana.

Featuring 180 commercially-available cannabis strains from across the world, this book shows and

tells you how to identify and enjoy the buds youâ€™ve got, the buds you want and the buds you

might never even have heard of.Though there are a great many strain guides currently available,

they all feature rare and difficult to find strains, and show how each different plant looks as it grows.

This is great for cannabis connoisseurs and breeding professionals, but what about the everyday

street smoker who just needs to identify and know about the buds heâ€™s buying?Written and

photographed with this inquisitive everyday smoker in mind, Marijuana Smokerâ€™s Guidebook

features 180 descriptions and smoke reports of North Americaâ€™s most popular marijuana strains

as well as high resolution photos of each bud to show you exactly what your nugs should look like.

Unlike some strain guides which use glorified catalog copy as strain descriptions, every single strain

in this book has been smoked by Matt Mernagh himself, with an informative, original and

entertaining write up and high resolution photo to bring you up to speed on your weed.Pocket-sized

and featuring photos and descriptions of strains from Barneyâ€™s Farmâ€™s LSD to the elusive

Jean Guy, and many more for all your favorite smokes, Marijuana Smokerâ€™s Guidebook is the

indispensible resource for everyone who loves pot and wants to learn more about how to identify

and enjoy good marijuana.
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"Matt Mernagh is a fantastic writer, a passionate medical cannabis activist, and a knowledgeable

marijuana connoisseur [who] teaches people how to identify what kind of marijuana they are buying,

what it's going to smell and taste like, and what the effects of smoking it will be." &#151; S.T. Oner,

best-selling author of Marijuana Chef Cookbook

Matt Mernagh is possibly the most infamous medical marijuana patient in North AmericaÂ â€”

despite not actually being in the medical cannabis program. Since spending two nights in

Torontoâ€™s Don Jail having been caught cultivating the cityâ€™s largest balcony grow, Mernagh

has been embroiled in a complex legal battle with roots as deep as the Constitution. The ultimate

goal is to allow patients to grow their own medicine without restrictive and illogical licenses from the

government's broken medical marijuana program. In the meantime, Mernagh has a court ordered

exemption from the countryâ€™s marijuana laws, making him the only person in Canada legally

entitled to grow and possess his own weed.Mernagh has been a writer and activist for 15 years, and

was a regular contributor to Toronto papers NOW and Exclaim! as well as Marc Emeryâ€™s

Cannabis Culture. He currently runs an extensive collection of cannabis smoke reports on his

website, Mernagh.ca, and hosts the Mernajuana Show every week from Torontoâ€™s Vapor

Central.

Marijuana Smoker's Guidebook is a useful resource of information for all users. The guide

demonstrates simple ways to identify common characteristics of cannabis strains without reaching a

level of complexity that could be difficult to understand. From the introduction with all the How To's

to the detailed unique individual descriptions of many popular buds this book is a wealth of

knowledge that readers will find as an asset to their cannabis consumption. Sensi Star is one of my

favourites. Maybe Vol.2 could have a scratch and sniff feature :D

I've been reading this guide book for the last few days and its terrific for 'newbies' like me as well as

seasoned tokers. The book goes from A to Z with great photos and knowledgeable info on what to

expect from the high. I used to smoke in my teens and 20's and marijuana has changed

dramatically since then. Since I'm going to Amsterdam in May this was the perfect book to get in

advance.

Matt is a cannabis patient,activist and is fantastic at producing great youtube strain grows. This

book is a reflection of another skill by a great cannabis voice. This book dives into the strains that



you might have heard of and some you haven't and mostly the strains you could most likely find

near you. A lot of Cannabis strain authors just give you the same crap the seed companies post in

their sales pitches, (I mean why wouldn't you just read the seedbank catalogs right?), but not Matt

he takes you through the taste and effect and even throws a bit of grow info in too, and you can trust

him, just go to youtube and look up Matt Mernagh and see him grow some of these strains himself.

Definitely a must have book for cannabis patients and Strainhunters alike.

Nice reviews plus photos of various strains.

Great read and full of information on different strains

Wowza!!! What an amazing book! This book is very informative! If you are looking for a book that

will provide you with all the information you need before buying your strains then THIS IS IT! . Im not

good at knowing strains and this book works great for me! its a tool that will guide you in getting to

know your strains a bit better as well as possibly save you some "coins". This book is awesomeness

plus its affordable Ã¢Â™Â¥ NO REGRETS WITH THIS PURCHASE :DMaya

Bought this book for my boyfriend two years ago for Valentines day and he loved it! Has a lot of

interesting information and descriptions.

A good book for any growers library. I gave it four stars because it was written in 2009. Growing

knowledge has grown by leaps and bounds since 2009 and there is much better information today

on the forums.
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